With the rise of green concept, shared bikes are booming. The accompanying unbalanced scheduling problem is a scientific problem that needs to be solved urgently. Aiming at the problem of shared bikes scheduling with travel uncertainty, a multi-objective integer programming model is established based on the consideration of static demand of fix time period, station capacity limit, penalty cost and other practical factors. In addition, this paper gives the basic formula to calculate the parameters in the model. An algorithm based on ''ant colony algorithm'' is then given to solve the model. Taking the massive data provided by the ''Mobike'' company in 2017 as an example, this paper uses the program analysis data to prove the feasibility and effectiveness of the model and get the initial optimization plan. Finally, the data simulation is carried out to verify the feasibility and accuracy of the optimization scheme and the optimization scheme is adjusted accordingly to obtain the final optimization scheme. The research results show that the final optimization scheme proposed in this paper has certain reference value for the scheduling problem of Shanghai ''Mobike.'' INDEX TERMS Shared bikes, travel uncertainty, scheduling, static demand interval, rebalancing.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the rise of green concept, shared bikes is booming. The emergence of shared bikes reflects another awakening of people's ecological and environmental health and their own health. At the same time, with the rapid development of mobile Internet technology and smart devices, shared bikes have blossomed everywhere in China's major capital cities since the second half of 2016, and their demand has exploded. According to statistical data in 2016, the number of domestic shared bikes users reached 18.864 million, with a growth rate of 700% [40] . In 2017, the number of domestic shared bikes users reached 210 million, with a growth rate of 646% [5] . According to the ''2018-2023 shared bikes industry market prospects and investment and financing strategy research report'' released by the China Business Research Institute, the domestic shared bikes market will exceed 23 billion yuan in 2019 and the number of shared bikes users is expected to reach 376 million. However, with the rapid development of shared bikes, the problem of unbalanced dispatching is also needed to be solved urgently, which has attracted the The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Xiao Liu. attention of academic circles and the industry. The problem of unbalanced dispatching is usually caused by inaccurate scheduling scheme, including inaccurate scheduling quantity, path and so on.
The shared-bike scheduling problem is also known as the shared-bike rebalancing problem or the bikes relocation problem. According to the research of Raviv et al. [37] and Forma et al. [21] , the shared bikes scheduling problem is classified into the static problem and dynamic problem by the low and high activity level of the travel system. Therefore, in the problem of shared bikes scheduling, scholars have carried out the following research on static and dynamic problems according to their different research purposes and methods.
In the static problem, the shared bikes scheduling problem is a variant of ''one traveling salesman problem for goods pickup and delivery'' (1-PDTSP), which was studied by Hernandez-perez and Salazar-gonzalez [18] - [20] . Among the pioneer scholars, Chemla et al. [7] and Raviv et al. [37] defined and solved static rebalancing problems. Chemla et al. [7] studied a deterministic static single vehicle rebalancing problem where each station can be visited more than once and proposed branch-and-cut algorithms and VOLUME 8, 2020 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ a TABU search algorithm for solving the problem. Moreover, Li et al. [42] considered multiple types of bikes to be rebalanced with a single vehicle and proposed a mixedinteger linear programming (MILP) model and a hybrid genetic algorithm to solve the problem. Szeto et al. [40] and Szeto and Shui [41] studied the problem that determines the routes, the loading and unloading quantities that minimize the positive deviation from the tolerance of total demand dissatisfaction and the service times. Based on the above research on single-vehicle static shared bikes rebalancing problem, a growing number of scholars have focused on the multi-vehicle static shared bikes rebalancing problem in recent years. Raviv et al. [37] considered this problem, where the objective is to minimize both operational costs and users' dissatisfaction. In addition, Forma et al. [21] developed a heuristic procedure to solve the similar problem, where stations can be visited multiple times, transshipment is allowed, and all routes can be operated for a long time every day. Ho and Szeto [34] , [35] solved this problem based on the same model by proposing a hybrid large neighborhood search. Nowadays more scholars are willing to solve the static shared bikes scheduling problem in different situations because it matches the reality and easier to solve. The research for the dynamic problem is rare since it is very difficult to consider scheduling problem of shared bikes in a dynamically changing system or from a dynamic perspective. Contardo et al. [3] considered a dynamic version of this problem where the fleet of vehicles is heterogeneous and put forward time-indexed formulations, settled via Dantzing-Wolfe and Benders' decomposition based heuristics. Zhang et al. [9] proposed a MILP formulation and a math-heuristic approach to solve the dynamic version of this problem considering the inventory level and users' arrival forecasting in a time-space network flow model. Shui and Szeto [5] introduced a dynamic green shared bikes rebalancing problem that minimizes the total dissatisfied demand and the fuel and CO2 emission cost of the rebalancing vehicle over an operational period and they proposed a hybrid rolling horizon artificial bee colony algorithm to solve it.
It is worth mentioning that, nowadays, many scholars pay more attention to the users' uncertain travel when studying the static and dynamic shared bikes scheduling problems. Raviv et al. [37] considered uncertain information implicitly in their penalty function. Regue and Recker [33] solved a dynamic problem, where routing and inventory are both accounted and the uncertain demand part is estimated using historical data feeding a forecasting model. Saharidis et al. [17] suggested a mathematical formulation to design the shared bikes infrastructure, deciding the location and the size of the bike stations and incorporating an hourly demand estimation in order to deal with the uncertainty of user travel. Schuijbroek et al. [27] derived bounds on inventory quantities by modeling inventory as a nonstationary Markov chain and used them in mixed integer and constraint programming models to cope with the uncertainty of demand. Recently, Brinkmann et al. [23] considered an uncertain-dynamic inventory routing problem in shared bikes systems and presented a dynamic policy to anticipate future demands to minimize the expected unsatisfied demands.
Previous studies have significantly advanced the research on shared bikes scheduling problem from different perspectives and provided a lot of references for this paper. However, there are still some gaps in the existing research as follows.
(1) Some scholars regard user travel as regular in order to simplify the calculations. However, it leads to a large deviation in the implementation of the scheduling scheme in reality. Wang and Wang [22] provided an analysis on bike repositioning strategies by conducting a simulation study where real time and historical data are considered, found that users' travel is uncertain in the use of shared bikes. Therefore, it is necessary to consider the user uncertain travel when study the shared bikes scheduling problem. (2) Some previous studies have considered the shared bike station capacity is a fixed value [14] or a range with fixed value [22] to facilitate the calculation. However, it does not match the actual situation and often leads to a deviation in making the scheduling scheme.
The capacity of a station should have a certain limit and different stations should have different capacity limit. The lower bound of capacity should be used to cope with the uncertain travel of users and the upper bound of capacity should be used to prevent excessive bikes from affecting road traffic.
(3) When scholars consider the penalty cost to occur, it is usually assumed that the penalty cost is generated because the user's demand is not satisfied. However, it does not match the actual situation because the penalty cost may also result in a fine due to the excessive number of vehicles in the station. Based on the above analysis, to solve the shared bikes scheduling problem from static perspective, (1) it is essential to take into account the users' uncertain travel, including the uncertainty of route and travel, (2) it is important to calculate the upper and lower limits of the station capacity by the user's historical travel data, and (3) it is necessary to consider two different penalty functions. This is the motivation of our study.
This paper aims to solve the problem of the shared bikes scheduling problem with users' uncertainty travel. (1) This paper will consider the uncertainty of the users' travel, including the uncertainty of route and travel time, and use the following two methods to deal with the uncertainty and dynamics of user travel. Firstly, this paper intends to divide the time of a day into four static and unchanging small periods. The intensity of users' uncertain travel can be regarded as regular and continuous in each period. Secondly, the shared bikes capacity of each station will have a lower and upper bound to allow the uncertainty of users' travel to be taken into account when scheduling the number of shared bikes. The uncertainty of the users' travel is settled to the greatest extent in this paper by the determination of the lower and the upper bounds of the stations' capacity. (2) This paper will give the calculation formula of the upper and lower limits of the station capacity and combine the user's historical travel data to calculate the upper and lower limits of the station capacity. In the research problem of this paper, the capacity of different stations is not necessarily the same and the capacity interval of each station is not fixed. The capacity interval of each station changes as the user's travel data updates. (3) The penalty cost caused by the excess vehicle quantity will be considered so as to completely consider all the circumstances of the penalty cost of the shared bikes scheduling scheme. This paper gives an algorithm based on ''ant colony algorithm'' to solve the model. The massive data provided by ''Mobike'' in 2017 is used to shown the feasibility and effectiveness of the model and obtain the initial optimization plan. Finally, the feasibility and accuracy of the optimization scheme are tested and adjusted by data simulation based on the original data.
The rest of this paper is organized as follow. Section 2 establishes the multi-objective integer programming model to solve the shared bikes scheduling problem with users' uncertainty travel. and gives the basic formula to calculate the parameters in the model. In section 3, this paper will use the program analysis data provided by the ''Mobike'' company in 2017 to prove the feasibility and effectiveness of the model and get the initial optimization plan. Finally, we will modify the initial optimized scheduling scheme through data simulation. The paper concludes with a summary and an outlook in section 4.
II. MODEL AND FORMULATION
Based on the reality and the results of previous studies, the basic assumption, basic formulas and models of the research problem will be given in this part.
A. MODEL ASSUMPTIONS & PARAMETERS AND NOTATIONS 1) MODEL ASSUMPTIONS
Assumption 1: The process of user groups using the shared bikes for trips every day in different stations is uncertain.
Assumption 2: The travel path of the shared bikes is not considered, but only the starting point and the arrival point of the shared bikes are considered.
Assumption 3: The number of shared bikes in different stations is within a certain range, and there is an upper and lower boundary.
Assumption 4: All shared bikes in the stations can be used normally. At the same time, shared bikes will not be damaged during the trip.
Assumption 5: The real time scheduling is not considered, but only the case of a specific interval scheduling is considered.
Assumption 6: The capacity of the transport vehicle between station i and station j is capped and the upper limit is a fixed value.
Assumption 7:
The total number of shared bikes in the station system is constant and there is neither increase nor decrease in the number of shared bikes.
2) PARAMETERS AND NOTATIONS
The symbol descriptions in the mathematical model are described in Table 1 .
B. MATHEMATICAL MODEL AND SOLUTION
In this paper, the shared bikes scheduling problem with users' uncertain travel is defined in a complete directed graph. The directed graph is G = (V , A), where V represents a set of stations and A represents a set of edges in this directed graph. In set V , N i (i = 1, 2, . . . , k) represents the stations in the directed graph. In set A, ε represents the edges in the directed graph and ε ij represents the edge form station i to station j. The capacity of each edge to transport shared bikes is fixed. Therefore, it is stipulated in this paper that the capacity of each edge transport shared bikes is U . Each station in this digraph has three corresponding parameters (l i , b i , h i ). The meanings of these three parameters are the lower limit of the number of shared bikes at the station, the variation in the number of shared bikes at the station during a certain period and the upper limit of the number of shared bikes at the station. The average cost c ij of scheduling shared bikes from station i to station j is related to ε ij . For the convenience of calculation, the total cost of this scheduling is recorded as C ij . Before people start to travel every day, the company must calculate the number of trips at different times of the day at each station to arrange a reasonable shared bikes scheduling plan, and the number of shared bikes at each station after scheduling should conform to the given limit (l i , h i ) in the previous hypothesis. Meanwhile, the goal of this scheduling scheme is to minimize scheduling cost, minimize scheduling distance and maximize users' satisfaction.
Since the users' travel rules using shared bikes are affected by work or learning arrangements, users' travel is a dynamic and uncertain process. However, the modeling of the dynamic rebalancing process of shared bikes with users' uncertain trip is difficult and does not conform to the actual demands. Therefore, this paper will use the following two methods to deal with the uncertainty and dynamics of user travel. Method 1, this paper intends to divide the time of a day into four static and unchanging small periods. The intensity of users' travel can be regarded as regular and continuous in each period of time. For the convenience of statistics, this paper will take 6 hours as a basic time unit and divide the time of a day into the following four stages: early morning (0:00-6:00), morning (6:00-12:00), afternoon (12:00-18:00) and evening (18:00-24:00). Therefore, y = 4. Method 2, the capacity of each station will be set in this paper, and each station's capacity has a lower bound l i and upper bound h i . Therefore, it allows the uncertainty of users' travel to be taken into account when scheduling the number of shared bikes. And the uncertainty of the users' travel is settled to the greatest extent in this paper by the determination of the lower bound l i and the upper bound h i .
In summary, combined with the basic assumptions in 2.1.1 as constraints, with the highest users' satisfaction, the lowest scheduling cost and the shortest scheduling distance as the objective function, a multi-objective integer programming model is established as follows.
The equality constraint (4) constrains that the number of shared bikes in the overall space is a fixed value, and the number will not increase, decrease or change with time. Constraints (5) and (6) constrain that there is only one scheduling service vehicle to serve when scheduling from station i to station j, and the number of participating in the service is only once. Constraint (7) constrains the limit of the number of shared bikes scheduled from station i to station j, and the number of shared bikes scheduled for this path can not exceed the maximum measurement of the path. Constraint (8) constrains that the total number of shared bikes dispatched from station i during the scheduling period can not exceed the total number of shared bikes owned by station i during the scheduling period. Constraint (9) and (10) implement flow protection for the flow of shared bikes on each node, ensuring that each shared bike will not disappear or increase in the system. Constraint (11) constrains the selection of shared bikes scheduling path. If the path is selected, β = 1. Constraint (12) and constraint (13) are non-negative constraints.
C. BASIC FORMULAS
Considering the users' shared bikes travel uncertain scheduling process, the basic formulas are obtained as follows.
x Variation in the number of shared bikes at station i during a certain period of time, b i , can be given by (Chemla et al., [6] )
When b i ≥ 0, it indicates that the number of shared bikes in the station i increases during this period, which may exceed the upper limit of the number of shared bikes in this station. Therefore, at this point the station's scheduled job should remove the shared bikes to make the station balanced. On the contrary, the result is reversed. Variation in the number of shared bikes at station i during y period of x day, b i (x, y), can be given by
b i (x, y) will be used to determine the specific scheduling plan, that is, the scheduling plan of shared bikes of station i on a specific day and time period. y According to Assumption 3, the number of shared bikes at each station is within a certain range, and this range has lower and upper bounds (l i , h i ). Therefore, before the scheduling of shared bikes, the number of shared bikes at each station should be within its range, otherwise, there will be a penalty cost. The upper boundary indicates that the station can accommodate the maximum number of shared bikes while satisfy the demands of users without disrupting traffic, while the lower boundary indicates that the station is only able to accommodate the minimum number of shared bikes.
The lower limit of the number of shared bikes at station i will be given below.
When station i has a missing in a certain period of time, it should provide station i at least a certain number of shared bikes during the time period. The number of shared bikes is the lower bound of station i. When station i in the whole period of time are in excess, the lower bound of station i is the difference between ''the difference between the maximum value of the number of shared bikes in and out'' and ''the difference between the minimum value of the number of shared bikes in and out'' in a certain period of time. There are two cases as follows.
Case 1: If the station i is in missing during a certain period, i.e.,
For the convenience of formula display, let
Then,
Case 2: If station i is in excess throughout the period, i.e.,
The upper limit of the number of shared bikes at station i can be given as follows.
When station i is in missing during a certain period of time, the maximum number of shared bikes supplemented to station i during that period should be given under the condition that the lower bound of station i is satisfied. The number of shared bikes is the upper limit of this station. When station i is in excess state in the whole time period, the upper bound of station i is the difference between the ''maximum number of shared bikes entering'' and ''minimum number of shared bikes leaving'' in the day of this station under the condition that the lower bound is satisfied. There are two cases as follows.
z It can be concluded from Assumption 1 and Eqs. (14-15) in 2.2 that the travel of users is uncertain. In this paper, the demand for users' uncertain travel is divided into static demand intervals, with 6 hours as a basic time unit, and a day is divided into four parts. At the same time, in order to conveniently calculate the shared bikes demand of each station in each different time period, this paper will use the average of the obtained travel data to indicate the shared bikes demand of the station during the time period.
The demand for shared bikes in different time periods of station i is as follows
{ Since there are the upper and lower bounds for the number of shared bikes at each station, when the number of shared bikes in the station increases or decreases, the station may become a missing or excess station. According to Raviv et al. [37] , when station i is a missing station, the missing number of shared bikes is as follow
When station i is an excess station, the excess number of shared bikes is as follow
| The penalty cost of station i occurs in two cases. On the one hand, due to the insufficient number of shared bikes in station i, users are dissatisfied with the merchants. This paper adopts missing penalty cost to quantify the satisfaction degree of users. On the other hand, due to the excessive number of shared bikes in station i, the overcrowding in the station hinders the traffic and other situations. In this case, this paper will use the cost of excess punishment to show the excess of shared bikes caused by the social distress. According to Raviv et al. [37] , the missing penalty cost of station i is
and the excess penalty cost of station i is
Total penalty cost for all stations is
} The scheduling cost of shared bikes from station i to station j is related to the number of shared bikes, the average scheduling cost and the fixed cost of shared bikes. According to Chemla et al. [7] , the scheduling cost from station i to station j is as follows
The total dispatching cost for all stations is as follow
The scheduling distance from station i to station j is uncertain. Therefore, in the case of the same scheduling cost, the minimum scheduling distance can prompt the quickest response to demand change. Thus, when determining the scheduling path, the company should consider not only its scheduling cost, but also its scheduling distance. β ij = 1 represents the shared bikes are scheduled from station i to station j. On the contrary, β ij = 0 represents the shared bikes aren't scheduled from station i to station j.
The scheduling distance between station i to station j is
The total dispatching distance for all stations is as follow
An objective function for multi-objective integer programming model with the highest user satisfaction and the lowest shared bikes scheduling cost can be obtained. Owing to the complexity of solving this model, the following conversion is done.
As for objective function (1), Eqs. (21) (22) show that the number of shared bikes in a certain period of time should be as much as possible to satisfy the demand in order to maximize users' satisfaction. It can also be regarded as minimizing the punishment cost in Eqs. (23) (24) (25) , which is as follow
For the objective function (3), aiming at the shared bikes scheduling distance, according to Eqs. (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) , it can know that when the scheduling distance is shorter, the scheduling time cost and fuel consumption cost and so on will be lower. It can also be understood as converting the scheduling distance in Eq. (28) into a scheduling cost. In order to facilitate the establishment and calculation of the model, this paper will multiply the scheduling distance formula by a fixed coefficient to represent the scheduling cost at this distance, i.e.,
Since γ is only a fixed coefficient, the value of γ has no effect on the distance r ij between station i and station j. It only converts the original distance formula into cost formula, which is convenient to establish and calculate the mathematical model.
As for objective function (2), the objective function of the scheduling cost of shared bikes, the number of shared bikes in a certain period of time should be as much as possible to satisfy the demand in order to minimize the scheduling cost. In other words, Eqs. (14-15) are used to make a more accurate prediction of the demand in each period of each day.
In summary, the objective function is replaced by the penalty cost as a substitute, the objective function (3) is quantified as the cost. Therefore, the original multi-objective integer programming model is converted into a single-objective integer programming model, and the weight factor is added to take into account decision action of decision maker.
Three letters, w 1 , w 2 , w 3 , indicate the weight of the three objective functions. Their value is between 0 and 1, and w 1 + w 2 +w 3 = 1. The specific value of each weight is determined by decision makers according to their own preferences and actual demands.
III. DATA ANALYSIS AND MODEL RESULTS

A. PROCESSING OF ORIGINAL DATA
Mobike has created the world's first smart shared bikes model, using a new generation of Internet of Things technology, allowing users to locate and use the nearest Mobike anytime and anywhere. It also allows users to ride to the destination, parked nearby in the right area. Mobike was established in January 2015. On April 22nd, 2016, the Earth Day, the smart shared bikes service, Mobike, was launched officially in Shanghai. It has entered 19 countries including China, Singapore, Britain, Italy, Japan, Thailand and so on. In the city where it arrived, Mobike set off a wave of riding, promoted ''Let the bicycle return to the city'', brought convenience to more people, and provided a sustainable solution for the city to promote green travel. This paper uses and analyzes the travel data of ''Mobike'' from May 10th to May 16th provided by ''Mobike'' in the ''Mobike cup algorithm competition'' in 2017. Firstly, we sort out more than 3 million pieces of travel data which is irregular to find out the travel rules of users. Secondly, we select the places that need to be scheduled in the sorted travel data, set them as stations. VOLUME 8, 2020 These stations will wait for the arrangement of the scheduling plan. Finally, we obtain the preliminary scheduling plan by substituting the data into the mathematical model established in Section 2.2 for solution. Due to the different functional attributes of each station location, the peak period and the situation of missing and excess are also different.
(1) In living areas, users usually use shared bikes to go to companies and public transport stations. Therefore, the number of shared bikes in the living areas presents the missing status in the morning, presents the balanced status in the afternoon, and presents the excess status in the evening.
(2) In a public transportation station, the situation is relatively complicated. This paper divides public transport stations into the following two categories, user departure station and user arrival station. The status presented in both types is opposite. At the user departure station, the user usually uses a shared bike to reach the user departure station. Therefore, the number of shared bikes in the user departure station presents the excess status in the morning, presents the equilibrium status in the afternoon, and presents the missing status in the evening. The status of the user arrival station is opposite to the departure station.
(3) In the work area or business district, users usually use shared bikes to go to the company or business district. As a result, the number of shared bikes in this region presents the excess status in the morning and afternoon, and presents the missing status in the evening.
In order to analyze the changing rules for users to use shared bikes more intuitively, based on the sorted original data and taking the variable b i in Eq. (14) as the parameter, line charts of users' using shared bikes to travel at different time points throughout the day are shown by MATLAB software in Figs. 1-4 . Take Fig. 1 as an example. It is assumed that the number of initial vehicles in the station is 0. During peak hours between 6:00 and 8:00, users leave residential areas and use shared bikes to go to work. Therefore, the value of b i declines in a straight line, and the station is in in missing. The value of b i is fluctuating at the intersection of positive and negative numbers between 10:00 and 16:00. Since the fluctuation value of b i is small, it can be considered as an equilibrium state here. Users use shared bikes to return to residential areas from work areas between 17:00 and 19:00. Therefore, the value of b i rises in a straight line, and the station is in an excess state. The situation described above is consistent with the nature of the residential area.
By sorting out and classifying more than 3 million pieces of travel data, this paper roughly divides the whole region into 6 station areas and 74 stations. Through data processing and analysis, 59 unbalanced stations and 15 balanced stations are finally identified. Among them, the data of these 59 unbalanced stations will be used as the input data in Section 3.2 to obtain the scheduling scheme.
B. DATA SUBSTITUTION
According to the original data analysis results in Section 3.1, it can be concluded that the situations of stations with different natures in different time periods are different, but the situations of stations with the same natures in different time periods is basically consistent. At the same time, there is a certain volatility in the number of shared bikes on the same station at different dates and different times, indicating that the users' travels are uncertain.
1) THE STATUS OF STATIONS AT A CERTAIN TIME
This paper sorts out the original data in Section 3.1 and combines it with Eqs. (14) (15) to calculate the values of b i and b i (x, y). Then the meaning of values of b i and b i (x, y) can be interpreted according to Eqs. (14) (15) and the status of 59 unbalanced stations in 4 time periods can be obtained according to the interpretation. As it is shown in Table 2 below.
It can be clearly seen from Table 2 that the 59 unbalanced stations are in the different status within the 4 fixed time periods. The specific unbalanced status of each station is shown in the Appendix Table 10 . These 59 stations have been in an unbalanced status for four fixed periods, and they need to be artificially adjusted. At the same time, while imbalances of many stations change over time, only a few stations change remain constant.
2) CALCULATION OF THE UPPER AND LOWER BOUNDS OF STATIONS
This paper is based on the analysis results of the original data in Section 3.1, combined with the basic assumptions in Section 2.1.1 and the model in Section 2.2 for calculation. The upper and lower bounds of 59 unbalanced stations are determined as shown in Table 3 below.
It can be seen from Table 3 that the upper and lower bounds of the number of shared bikes can be accommodated by the 59 unbalanced stations. The specific upper and lower limits of the number of shared bikes that each station can accommodate are shown in the Appendix Table 11 .
Although, the upper and lower bounds for each unbalanced station are explicitly determined in table 3. However, the upper and lower bounds for each station are not fixed values. Instead, it needs to be dynamically adjusted through the travel data record. Therefore, after the optimal scheduling scheme presented in this paper has been implemented for a period of time to obtain enough new data, the upper and lower bounds of each station are recalculated using the Eqs. (16) (17) (18) (19) . Then we modify the previously given optimal scheduling scheme by means of the new upper and lower bounds of each station so as to complete the dynamic adjustment of the shared bikes scheduling in considering of the uncertainty situation of the users' traveling.
3) DETERMINATION OF SCHEDULING SCHEME
To determine the accurate optimal scheduling scheme, it is necessary to accurately determine two problems. First, the path problem is to determine the origin station and terminal station. Second, the quantity problem is how many shared bikes should be scheduled. Since it is difficult to solve the above two problems in one model, the scheduling path problem will be solved first, and then determine the optimal scheduling quantity based on the solved path.
4) SCHEDULING PATH PROBLEM SOLVING
Firstly, we find a point on the map as the origin and set up a rectangular coordinate system. Secondly, we determine the coordinates of the 59 unbalanced stations. Finally, we get the coordinates of each station. In order to facilitate the calculation, the origin selected in this paper makes all 59 stations in the first quadrant of the coordinate system. The coordinates of each station are shown in Table 4 below. Table 4 shows the positions of the 59 unbalanced points in the coordinate diagram. The specific coordinates of each station are shown in Table 12 in Appendix. With the coordinate position of each station, the distance between each station can be calculated. The station distance formula is as follows.
In this paper, ''ant colony algorithm'' [4] is used to calculate the shortest scheduling path. ''Ant colony algorithm'' is a heuristic algorithm for shortest path planning. The shortest path results can be obtained from the ''ant colony algorithm'' calculation in two cases. For Case 1, the number of iterations of the path calculation has reached the maximum iteration of the algorithm. For Case 2, the path calculation has reached the optimal solution within the maximum number of iterations.
In this paper, the following parameters are set to implement the ant colony algorithm for this problem, for example, the number of ants in the ant colony is 59, the maximum number of loops is 1000, the pheromones is 1, the heuristic factor is 5, the attenuation coefficient is 0.5 and the number of pheromones is 100 ( [4] , [38] , [43] ). Put the data in Table 4 into the operation code of ''ant colony algorithm'', the following results can be obtained, as shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 .
According to Fig. 5 , it can be clearly seen that the shortest path of dispatching shared bikes which is connected by line among 59 unbalanced stations. And the total length of the shortest path is 47.0042km through the operation program. It can be clearly seen from Fig. 6 that the optimal path of this problem has been determined after about 140 iterations, and each subsequent iteration shows that the current path is the shortest scheduling path of this problem.
5) SCHEDULING QUANTITY PROBLEM SOLVING
Combined with the actual requirements, when the number of scheduling increase, although it can meet the demands of users, the company's scheduling cost is too high and unrealistic. Nowadays, shared bikes companies schedule the shared bikes only once, at 0:00, and the rest of the time to schedule is random. Therefore, this paper integrates the actual situation, the lowest scheduling cost of the company, the highest users' satisfaction and other requirements, and sets the scheduling times for two times according to the case that the day is divided into four time periods. In this paper, the scheduling time is set at 0:00 and 12:00 a.m., i.e., z = 1, z = 3. This paper takes Shanghai Mobike as an example and takes the average travel data of Mobike in one week as δ + i and δ − i . The number of initial shared bikes within the station is equal to the lower bound of the station, i.e., α i = l i . The exact values of the upper and lower bounds of each station, l i and h i , are shown in Table 3 . The total number of shared bikes is set at 60000, i.e., L = 60000. The maximum capacity of the scheduling path is 20000, i.e., U = 20000. The selection of scheduling paths for each station, the specific values of r ij and β ij , are decided by Eqs. (29) (30) . Through the analysis of the practical situation of operating costs and profits of Mobike company, the average cost of shared bikes dispatching is 3 yuan per vehicle, i.e., c ij = 3 (∀i ∈ k, j ∈ k, i = j). The fixed cost of shared bikes dispatching is 20 yuan per time, i.e., f = 20. This paper considers that the decision maker holds an equilibrium attitude towards three decision variables, i.e., w 1 = w 2 = w 3 = 1/3. However, p i and q i will affect the decision of scheduling, so the following three cases will be considered.
Case 1: p i = q i . For the convenience of formula display, let p i = q i = 1.
Case 2: p i > q i . For the convenience of formula display, let p i = 10, q i = 1. At this point, the merchants will try their best to satisfy the demands of all users even at the expense of the penalty cost caused by the excess. It is assumed that the merchant will increase the number of shared bikes by n% to satisfy the users' demand which may fluctuate. For the convenience of formula display, let n = 20.
Case 3: p i < q i . For the convenience of formula display, let p i = 1, q i = 10. At this time, merchants will try their best to prevent the excessive number of shared bikes on the station even at the expense of users' demands.
Put all the above parameter values into the mathematical model established in Section 2.2, the results can be obtained as shown in Table 5 below.
According to the value of Q i in Table 5 , it can be seen that these 59 stations have obvious unbalanced state in the two selected scheduling periods, which needs to be adjusted manually. Due to the excessive scheduling number of 59 stations, the detailed scheduling plan is shown in Table 13 in the Appendix. The value of Q i reflects the number of unbalanced shared bikes in the station directly. At the same time, the positive and negative demand reflects the state of the station directly. By bringing the parameter values and the sorted data into the model, the number d of the shared bikes dispatched to the station in this case can be calculated. At the same time, the positive or negative of d represents the direction of dispatching and shared bikes. The positive represents the calling in and the negative represents the recalling. 
C. DATA SIMULATION TEST
According to the results shown in Table 5 , a preliminary optimal scheduling scheme for ''Mobike'' shared bikes in Shanghai can be determined. In order to verify the correctness and accuracy of the scheme, R language and MATLAB 2018b are used to conduct data simulation to verify the proposed optimization scheduling scheme. This paper will simulate users' uncertain travel conditions in 30 days to adjust the optimization scheme in Section 3.2 in order to reduce the error. Meanwhile, the correction is made for the place where there is a large deviation, and the final optimization plan is obtained by this. Data simulation results are shown in Table 6 .
As the number of days for this data simulation is set at 30, the number of time samples for simulation is a bit small. The error of more than 2 days is relatively large in the whole and it can not be ignored. Therefore, when the error days of station are less than two days, it can be expressed that the optimization scheduling plan for the station has good correctness. On the contrary, it means that the correctness and accuracy of the optimized scheduling scheme are poor, and it is necessary to adjust the optimized scheduling scheme according to the data of simulation.
It can be intuitively reflected from Table 6 that the overall correctness and accuracy of the optimization scheduling and adjustment scheme proposed for Shanghai ''Mobike'' shared bikes is relatively high. It also shows that the optimal scheduling scheme calculated based on mathematical model and original data is reliable. However, in the initial optimal scheduling scheme, there are still four unbalanced stations where the scheduling scheme is not reasonable, and there is a significant deviation. Based on the results of data simulation, this paper makes reasonable adjustments to the scheduling schemes of the four unbalanced stations as shown in Table 6 . Detailed simulation results are shown in Table 14 in the Appendix.
The three different cases are discussed as follow.
(1) In the case of p i = q i , the number of shared bikes that merchants are willing to dispatch basically satisfy the demands of users, and the scheduling scheme of 4 unbalanced stations is unreasonable. Correction schemes for unbalanced stations are given in Table 6 . The number of shared bikes scheduled by this scheduling scheme is relatively small, so the scheduling cost is low.
(2) In the case of p i > q i , merchants are willing to increase the input of shared bikes in the station to ensure all the demands of users. Therefore, the accuracy of this scheduling scheme is the highest compared with the other two cases. In addition, according to the results of data simulation, this paper does not need to modify the scheduling scheme itself. However, the total number of vehicles in this scheduling scheme is larger than the other two schemes, so the scheduling cost is too high.
(3) In the case of p i < q i , merchants are willing to reduce the number of shared bikes and even sacrifice the demands of users to ensure that they do not reach the upper limit of the station. However, since the upper bound of each station calculated in Table 3 in this paper is basically greater than the scheduling number of scheduling schemes in case of p i < q i , the scheduling scheme in case of p i < q i is basically the same as that in case of p i = q i . Therefore, the result of this data simulation is the same as that in the case of p i = q i . Table 6 shows the station scheduling plan that needs to be modified under this scheduling situation. At the same time, the number of shared bikes scheduled by this scheduling scheme is relatively small, so the scheduling cost is low.
In conclusion, in the case of considering users' uncertain travel, the final optimal scheduling and adjustment scheme proposed in this paper for ''Mobike'' shared bikes in Shanghai is that the scheduling path shown in Fig. 5 and number of scheduled shared bikes shown in Table 6 .
D. COMPARISON ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
Compared with the existing methods, this method proposed in this paper has the following differences. (1) Static demand interval is used to solve the shared-bike scheduling problem with users' travel uncertainty whereas the existing methods which solve this problem seldom consider it. (2) This model takes into account the actual capacity of the stations for more precise scheduling of shared bikes. Based on the historical travel data of the user, this paper calculates the upper and lower limits of each station to propose a more accurate shared bikes scheduling scheme.
Modifying the station capacity will have a certain impact on the scheduling scheme. Some previous studies have considered the shared bike station capacity as a fixed value [22] or a range with fixed value [14] to facilitate the calculation. Therefore, this paper will do the following simulation experiments to verify the advantages of this model compared with the previous model. First, we set all the factors to be the same except the station capacity. Secondly, according to the previous study, the station capacity was set to either a fixed value or a fixed interval. Therefore, two control groups will be set up. The station capacity is a fixed value in one control group, and the station capacity is a fixed interval in the other control group. When the fixed station capacity is set to a large size, although the users' uncertainty travel is well handled, it does not necessarily match the actual situation of the number of vehicles that can be accommodated at the station. In addition, when the fixed station capacity is set to a small size, the users' uncertainty travel can not be well handled. Therefore, after using historical data for many trials and comparisons, we finally determined that the fixed capacity of the station will be set to 250 and the fixed capacity interval of the station will be set to [20, 250] . Finally, different scheduling schemes in different situations will be generated by the model propose in this paper. We will conduct data simulation experiments on different scheduling schemes to verify the accuracy of the scheduling scheme.
The different scheduling schemes and the data simulation comparison for each case are shown in Table 7 , Table 8 and Table 9 below.
Comparing Table 5 , Table 7 , and Table 8 , we can easily find that the scheduling scheme of this problem has changed significantly under different cases of station capacity. And it can be intuitively reflected from Table 9 that the scheduling scheme that takes into account the actual station capacity is more accurate than others. The specific comparison of data simulation results are detailed in Table 15 in the Appendix. Among some stations, the randomness of the demand of several stations is not very strong, so the simulation results of the three scheduling schemes are accurate, such as the station of wx4dn and wx4dr. However, the users' uncertainty travel is more obvious in some stations, such as the station of wx4ds, wx4dv and so on. The scheduling scheme that uses the station capacity calculated in this paper for these stations is more accurate than other scheduling schemes. Therefore, the model proposed in this paper can better solve the shared bikes scheduling problem with users' travel uncertainty compared with the previous models. The model proposed in this paper and the calculated scheduling scheme are effective and reasonable. 
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a new method for the shared bikes scheduling problem under users' travel uncertainty. Solving this problem, a multi-objective integer programming model is established based on the consideration of static demand of fix time period, station capacity limit, penalty cost and other practical factors. In addition, this paper gives the basic formula to calculate the parameters in the model and an algorithm based on ''ant colony algorithm'' is also given to solve the model. Then taking the massive data provided by the ''Mobike'' company in 2017 as an example, this paper uses it to prove the feasibility and effectiveness of the model and get the initial optimization scheme. Finally, the optimization scheme is adjusted to obtain the final optimization scheme by the data simulation. The research results show that the final optimization scheme proposed in this paper has certain reference value for the scheduling problem of Shanghai ''Mobike''. This paper divides the time of a day into four static and unchanging periods, considering the reality and company's scheduling cost. The users' uncertain travel can be regarded as regular and continuous in each period. This paper predicts the variation of shared bikes in each time period of each station every day and then gives the reasonable scheduling plan according to the actual situation.
The upper and lower bounds for each station are clearly determined in this paper. In the research problem of this paper, the capacity of different stations is not the same and the capacity interval of each station is not fixed. The capacity interval of each station changes as the user's travel data updates, and then the optimal scheduling scheme will be modified by the new upper and lower bounds of each station so as to complete the dynamic adjustment of the shared bikes scheduling in considering of the uncertainty situation of the users' traveling.
The penalty cost caused by the excess vehicle quantity is considered so as to completely consider all the circumstances of the penalty cost of the shared bikes scheduling scheme. And the scheduling scheme of the shared bikes is adjusted to make the scheme more realistic through it.
However, the time of the second schedule is too regular in this paper. After all, the situation of each station is different in VOLUME 8, 2020 reality, so it needs to be adjusted reasonably in the following studies. Meanwhile, this paper calculates the lower and upper bounds of each station. Among them, the calculation of the lower bound l i is accurate, but the calculation of the upper bound h i does not take into account the station's actual situation. For example, the station location, the station's actual maximum accommodation and so on should be considered for the station's upper bound. The accurate upper bound h i remains to the further research. Finally, we will consider other factors such as market competition and we will also collect different vendors' data to test the method proposed in this paper in future research.
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